












Notes on Mr. Kannosuke Kaminishi 

 
Born. 1881. 
 
Died. 1933 at the age of 53. 
 

Hometown in Japan. Nishihara Village, Asa District, Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan. 
 
Emigrated. Landed in Victoria, Canada in 1900. 
 
Address in Canada. Dunlevy Ave1, City of Vancouver2, British3 Canada. 
 
Spouses. 

 First wife – シゲ子 ‘Shigeko’. Married sometime around 1906. 

 Second wife – Kayano. Married sometime after 1920.4 
 
Son. 

上西功一 ‘Kaminish Kōichi. Born January 11, 1922.  

Known as ケイ・上西 ‘Kaye Kaminishi’. 

 
Great niece.	   

上西千波 ‘Kaminishi Chinami’.5 Jazz singer. Originally from Hiroshima, lives in Tokyo, Japan. 

 
Interests. Cinematography. 
 
Memberships. 

Secretary for Canada Buddhist Association/Church. 
Elected councillor of the Japanese Association. 
Nominated to the position of councillor with the business association. 

 
Education. Educated as a teacher. Graduated 1898. 
 
Business. 

Known and praised as a businessman of great acumen. Struggled in the early years laying the 
groundwork for great business success later. 
 
Ran several hotels, such as the Empress Hotel and IK6 Hotel in Vancouver. 

メーン	 ルームMain Ru-mu (Rooms/Hotel)7, 117 Main Street. 19148. 

                                                
1 Site of Japan town in that area of Vancouver. 
2 Old characters used for Vancouver, 晩香坡. 
3 Read as ‘British Canada’ in document as in ‘British India’, etc. This would translate as the ‘Dominion of Canada’ from the 

perspective of a citizen of the British Empire. 
4 Reference to him needing to build a family in Dictionary of Names for Japanese Immigrants日系移民人名辞典 published 

in Japanese. 
5 https://www.pref.hiroshima.lg.jp/soshiki/233/interview-kaminishi.html.  
6 Not quite sure of the name. Perhaps there is a historical cross reference. 



上西	 ルーム Kaminishi Ru-mu (Rooms/Hotel), 234 Main Street est. 19??. 

 上西	 旅館 Kaminishi Ryokan (Inn), 134 Dunlevy Ave, est. 1917. 

 
Royston Lumber Company, seems to have invested $25,0009 in the company and was the largest 
shareholder10. Left the management of the Lumber Company to the company president Mr. 
Kenroku Uchiyama11. 

 
History.  

1881 - Born. 
1898 - Graduated. 
1900 - Emigrated to Canada. 
~ 1903 - Worked in Cariboo gold mine and then became logging contractor in North Vancouver. 
1904 – Managed bath house on Pender Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
1905 – Returned to Japan. Married Shigeko. 
1908 – Returned to Canada. Started logging contract in Point Grey area, Vancouver, B.C. 
1910/1914/1917 – Some confusion of dates. Cumberland Museum information states he started a 
rooming business on Dunlevy Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. in 1910. An article on Kaminishi states 
he started the rooming business on Main Street, Vancouver in 1914 and an inn at Dunlevy Ave, 
Vancouver in 1917. Another document names these establishments as Kaminishi Ru-mu (literally 
room or hotel) and Kaminishi Ryokan (Inn) respectively. A third document suggests the name of 
the establishment on Main Street is named after the street. There was a hotel called Main Ru-mu 
at 117 Main Street. Perhaps this was the one referenced to open in 1914. Source for the 1910 
date needs to be examined, but may refer to the hotels he managed previously. 
1917 – Started Royston Lumber Company. 
1917 – Became secretary of the Canada Buddhist Association. 
1919 – Elected as council member of the Vancouver Japanese Hotel Association. 
1929 – 1933 - Became treasurer of same. 
1929-1933 – Member if the Japanese language school Ijikai. 
1930 – Became president of the Canada Buddhist Association. 
1933 – Became president of the Vancouver Japanese Hotel Association12. 
1933 – Died. 
 
Letters of Condolence. Letters from the following organisations and people: 
 

 本派加奈陀仏教青年会	 Main Branch Canada Buddhist Youth Association, IMG3611. 

 ？仏教会代表  ? Buddhist Association Representative IMG3613. 

加奈陀仏教？人教会代表	 Canada Buddhist ? Association Represented IMG3614. 

                                                                                                                                                                   
7 Translation would depend on what type of establishment this is or the clientele it serves. 
8 Is this his first hotel? 
9 Outlook on Talented Japanese Citizens (Hiroshima), pp 319-320. 
10 Primary source reference? 
11 Stated in two documents about Kaminishi. Also, Uchiyama’s home address is listed as the address for the Royston Lumber 

Co.: Volume 3, 第３巻『加奈陀在留同胞総覧』1920 年日加時報社発行, of the Dictionary of Names for Japanese 

Immigrants日系移民人名辞典 published in Japanese. See http://www.nihontosho.co.jp/1993/02/post-387.html and Outlook 

on Talented Japanese Citizens (Hiroshima), pp. 319-320. 
12 Check source. Is this the Japanese Association or 日本人会 (Nippon-jin Kai)? 



加奈陀日本人会 

西？？？仏教教会代表 

？ツレヨン仏教代表 

  
 
When he came to Canada he landed in Victoria in 1900 and returned to Japan in 1905 where he 
stayed for more than a year.13 He was unmarried at the time and returned to Japan to find a wife 
and marry. Note: marriages were typically arranged in Japan and some arranged marriages still 
occur to this day. This marriage may have already been arranged. 

 
In 1914 Kaminishi established a hotel, Main Ru-mu

14, in Vancouver. The article indicates he 
named the hotel after the street name, but another document gives the name of a hotel under his 
own name on the same street.15 This is likely two different hotels that he established at different 
times as there are address listings for both a Main hotel and a Kaminishi hotel. 

 
In 1917, he establishes a second hotel at by the name of ‘Kaminishi Inn’16.  He placed this under 
the management of his first wife, Shigeko, who contributed greatly to Kaminishi’s business 
success17. It is unclear if Shigeko passed away or if there was a divorce, however Kaminishi 
remarries and has a child in 1922. Records18 indicate, however that he was still married to 
Shigeko in 1920. 
 
A website article19 about his son, Kaye Kaminishi, indicates Kaye was born in Canada but being 
raised by family in Hiroshima, presumably to get a Japanese education. However, when he was 
11 years old his father died and he returned to Canada to live at the inn on Dunlevy with his 
mother who managed the establishment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
13 Outlook on Talented Japanese Citizens (Hiroshima), pp. 319-320. 
14 上西ルーム (Kaminishi Ru-mu or room/hotel). 
15 This can be found in 加奈陀同胞発展史. 第 2 The History of the Development of Canada’s Japanese Community Volume 

2, pp. 251: http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/2127082.  
16 上西旅館 (Kaminishi Ryokan or inn). 
17 See Volume 3, 第３巻『加奈陀在留同胞総覧』1920 年日加時報社発行, of the Dictionary of Names for Japanese 

Immigrants日系移民人名辞典 published in Japanese. See http://www.nihontosho.co.jp/1993/02/post-387.html and Outlook 

on Talented Japanese Citizens (Hiroshima), pp. 319-320. 
18 Outlook on Talented Japanese Citizens (Hiroshima), pp. 319-320. 
19 http://www.discovernikkei.org/ja/journal/2010/6/8/kei-kaminishi/ in Japanese. 



 

 

BC STUDIES MAY 5, 2017  (research Michelle Willard, ED Cumberland Museum and Archives) 

 

The Cumberland Museum and Archives is known as the People’s Museum of Cumberland. We are 
committed to working with community cultural groups and we focus on special pics such as labour 

history and the people who came to work and live in Cumberland. We have done our best to tell the 

story of the Royston Lumber Mill here through research completed by being in contact with descendants 

of the Royston Lumber Mill shareholders. This research is an ongoing process and commitment we have 

to share the many varied stories of the Japanese Canadian communities of Cumberland and Royston 

area.  We have reached out to the very few remaining members of those who lived and worked at the 

Royston Lumber Mill.  

 Early Arrivals 

In December 1891 the Kobe Emigration Company sent 100 contract labourers from Hiroshima 

prefecture to the Union Colliery Company located in Union, later known as Cumberland. Robert 

Dunsmuir  bought the company in 1881 and his son James was attracting workers from abroad 

with promises of 1.25 per day pay, and affordable meals and lodging.  These promises never 

came though and on top of the terrible conditions in the mine and the June 1892 mine closure 

due to the San Francisco market slump most of these newly arrived workers soon fled Union.  

Some went to work in Vancouver at Hastings Mill (aka Saviour Mill) or found work in the ever 

growing population of the Japanese community on Powell St while others worked in the Fishing 

Industry many settling into Steveston. 

 

 One of the early arrivals Matsutaro Iwasa was 23 years old when he came to Union. His passport 

is dated July 11, 1892. He arrived August 6, 1892 in Victoria on the S.S. “Musk”.  
  

 He would return to Japan to find a bride 

  

 and come back to Canada 

 

 Others would await brides. 

  

 Matsutaro's daughter Kazuko Umemoto Iwasa,( on the left) will be 103 this June. We are 

keeping close contact with her. She says that her father spent one day working in the mines and 

never returned. 



  

 He opened the Iwasa General store in the Cumberland No. 1 Japanese Townsite. Kazuko says he 

was like the unofficial elected Mayor of Cumberland and Royston as many came to him for 

advice and sought financial support 

  

 He would later become a shareholder in the Royston Lumber Company. His daughter Kazuko 

would work as the secretary in the mill office. 

 

 Other Shareholders included Mr. Minato 

 

 (whose descendant George Uyeda of Kamloops recently paid us a visit and shared some photos 

a few which are n the presentation). 

 

 Mr. Senichi Tomihiro another shareholder of Portland Oregon sponsored his brother  

 

 Shoso Tomihiro who worked at the mill office as “Shipper – Local Sales” rep.  Shoso's  

granddaughter Susan Tomihiro of Vancouver recently visited us and shared photos and Tomihiro 

family history documents. 

 

 Here is the official Royston Lumber mill seal from our collection  

 

 And some paperwork that would have passed through the office 

 

 Mr. Kaminishi – owned the majority of the shares. He lived in Vancouver. 

 

 His son Kaye was scouted at the age of 17 to play for the Asahi. Kaye is still alive. When we 

spoke to Kaye he told us about visiting the mill site  in the summers and his fond memories of 

Mr. Uchiyama part mill owner and manager who would take Kaye golfing in Comox. 

  

 These shareholders acquired the rights of the mill in 1917 and began operations as the Royston 

Lumber Company. 

 

  Located 2 miles south of Cumberland, it would become the first integrated logging, milling and 

sales company in the area.  The former site is now the Comox Valley Auto recyclers.  

 

 At the time of purchase the mill produced 45,000 board feet of lumber per day. 

  

 Logs were hauled on the mill’s own eight mile standard gauge railway by its two locomotives.  

 

 All of the shares were Japanese owned and the mill employed approximately  100 Japanese 

workers.   



 

 The only non-Japanese workers were the engineers as  Japanese workers were not permitted to 

hold engineering certificates.  

 

 Boasting an 800 ft wharf and shoreline rights at Union bay  

 and 1933 acres of land  

 plus the 14.5 acres occupied by the mill site  

 this was a very significant operation. 

 

 Anna talks here about our collection and website and how the research has grown the collection 

as well as our connection with families of the mill. 

  

 Around the mill a cultural community grew.   

 

 There were many Company picnics.  

 

 And the Royston Lumber Mill was active in supporting important causes in town. 

 

 Children were born.  

 

 These children went to Minto School approximately  ¾ miles north of the Royston mill.  A 

lifelong friendship grew between May Doi and Florence Bell. May is centre row 4th from the left 

and Flo is centre row 3rd  from the right. These two would keep in contact with each other 

throughout their whole lives right up until May Doi passed away last month in early April. When  

I asked Flo about May with  tears in her eyes she said "she was my best friend."  We also have 

stories on how integrating into school was not easy.  Kazuko shared her memory with us. story 

here  

 

 

 In 1933 Saburo Nakamura and Mary Carter eloped. Their child Kiomi Nakamura (who goes by 

Pat Weid today) was born in 1934. Sadly Saburo  died in a lumber mill accident two months after 

Pat was born.  Pat recently shared her story with us.  "I remember finding photos of a Japanese 

man in the bottom drawer of a dresser when I was sent to my room for a nap. My mother 

always told me not to ask about them. When I went to Minto school I was told that my father 

was Japanese." 

 

 Besides attending Minto school, children also attended the Japanese language school on the mill 

site.    

 

 There were many baseball games. 

  



 Jersey story.  

 

 Theatre was also important 

 

  

 

 On the mill site there was a Buddhist temple and hall where various festivals, events and 

religious practices took place...  next three slides 

 

 

 Within the Buddhist temple was  a stunning butsudana (Shrine). The Shrine was made in Kyoto 

at the Wakabayashi Butsugu Company of Kyoto, one of the oldest Buddhist shrine making 

companies in Japan founded in 1830. The date of the making of the shrine is unknown but it is 

assumed it took many years to save up enough money to pay for it once the Buddhist temple 

was established on the mill site. The shrine was commissioned and paid for by 60 Japanese 

emigrant Buddhist families. According to Kaye Kaminishi  it arrived in Royston likely in 1936 and 

was consecrated in 1937. Mr. Clark (Flo Bell’s father) said that when he became the watchman 
for the mill in the fall of 1942 the shrine was no longer in the building. 

  

 The shrine resurfaces at least to the public in 2006 when donated to the Glenbow museum in 

Calgary where it is on permanent display in the Asian Gallery. Records show that the Shrine 

arrived in Raymond Alberta on March 1946 as a gift from the Royston community to the 

Raymond Buddhist Church.  However we know that Japanese Canadians were not allowed on 

the coast and would have not been able to ship the Shrine in 1946 from Royston. The Shrine 

would not have been something that could have been taken with the Royston Community in 

April 1942 due to its size.  We do know that the Iwaasa's of the Royston Lumber Mill (who were 

connected to the Matsutaro Iwasa family at No.1 Townsite in Cumberland)  left Royston in 

February 1942 and that they had relatives in Raymond already. Relatives who had arrived in 

Alberta in the early 1900's. Did the Iwaasas take the shrine with them when they left in 

February? Or when being faced with the imminent evacuation did those left in April make an 

arrangement with someone in the community to safeguard the Shrine somewhere until they 

were established in Raymond and then have it shipped in 1946?  We have tried to find the 

answer perhaps it is knowledge that faded with the passing of the Royston Lumber mill elders.  

We recently spoke with Clara (Mitsuo Iwaasa’s wife) and she says that she found a newspaper 
article in her later husbands belongings which mentioned the shrine and it’s arrival date in 
Raymond as being 1946.  Clara said Mits had circled that paragraph and wrote “came in the late 
30’s”  Perhaps the Iwasas foreseeing their imminent departure from the coast decided to pack 

up the Shrine and ship it away to Raymond much earlier than once thought. 

 

The Cumberland Museum and Archives feels the shrine is in a place which reflects the journey 

that many Japanese Canadians were forced to take in 1942.  The Shrine was in use at the 



Raymond Buddhist church for 60 years. Perhaps even more deposing on its arrival date.  It 

became a part of the relocation history and culture of those who started different  lives in 

Alberta.  

 

 To close, what has been apparent through each conversation with members was that their time  

in Royston and Cumberland was joyous, hard working,  community building, challenging, and 

ultimately a place where they experienced life changing events. 

 

Each person wished to share their stories with the hope that this period of their lives would be 

preserved in some way. In the past 4 or 5 years we have lost members of this community , many 

living beyond 100 years, we have seen their annual visits to the museum, some coming from 

Alberta and Ontario, slowly fade away. The Royston Lumber Mill story is multi-faceted and we 

have shared but a fraction of the story here today.  It remains a story the  Cumberland Museum 

and Archives continues to follow and map out as best we can. In the future a permanent exhibit 

will be prepared and presented at our museum highlighting this story. 

 

side notes: 

 From Pat Wied (child of Saburo Nakamura and Mary Carter) : "I remember visiting  my Japanese 

cousins at the Royston Lumber site and sitting on my Japanese grandmothers' knee, but I also 

remember coming to school one day in April 1942 and all my cousins and all the other Japanese 

were gone."  

   The community was close and supportive and according to the Tomihiro family history 

documents While detained at Hastings Park many of the Royston lumber mill community 

members  got together and held a meeting and decided they would all move together to the 

TASHME camp located between Hope and the entrance to Manning park.  (The camp was 

named using the first two letters of the three appointed commissioners for the B.C. Security 

Commission - Mr. TAylor, Mr. SHirras, Mr. MEade.  Hence TASHME) 

 

From Comox Argus April 16, 1942 

Japanese Canadians were transported from Union Bay to Vancouver On April 15, 1942 on the CN 

Vessel S.S. Prince George.  

They’re Gone…states that ”586 Japanese left... the Comox District from Oyster River to Fanny bay…” 
over 400 were from the Royston Cumberland area 

 

 



Resurfacing:   

Memories of the Royston Lumber Company 



 

Cumberland Museum and Archives,  C140-304.  

Miners with lunch buckets.  
 



Matsutaro Iwasa passport. July 11, 1892.   

From the collection of Joanne Iwasa. 



Matsutaro Iwasa’s passport. May 23, 1900. Back to Japan to find a bride.   

From the collection of Joanne Iwasa. 



Yoshi Iwasa’s passport. May 10, 1924.  

From the collection of Joanne Iwasa. 



CMA C140-028. Picture Brides. 



Kazuko Iwasa, Sadako Iwasa, and Toshiko Iwasa. Circa 1920.  

Photo collection of Joanne Iwasa.  



Iwasa General Store and home. Owned by Matsutaro and Yoshi Iwasa. 

Photo Collection of Joanne Iwasa. 

 



In front of the Iwasa grocery store. Japanese Consul Sato, visitor. August 30, 1921. 

Photo Collection of Joanne Iwasa. 

 



Mr. Genta Minato. CMA C140-258.  

 



CMA C140-326. Mr. Uyeda and Etsuo Hama.  



CMA 2016.065.011 . Possibly Mr. Senichi Tomihiro.  

Worked in the mill office, and shareholder. 1923. 



Shoso Tomihiro in mill office. 

Susan Tomihiro Collection. 

 







CMA C140-360. President of Royston Lumber Co. 

Kannousuke Kaminishi. 1919.  







CMA C140-502, Looking west towards town of Cumberland 



CMA C150-040, 1919 



CMA C150-038 





Susan Tomihiro Photo Collection,  Royston Wharf at Union Bay. 

 



CMA 2016.065.007. Royston Lumber Company. Post 1921.  



CMA 2016.065.004. Royston Lumber Company.  



CMA 140-377. Early 1920’s. 



CMA C140-504 



From the scrapbook of George Uyeda 



CMA 2016.065.013 



CMA C150-522. 2011.076.004.  
Painting the smoke stack from the steam boiler 

 which powered the mill.  



CMA C150-522. 2011.076.002. Cut off saw.  



CMA C150-522. 2011.076.003.  

Conveyer to burner.  



The Islander. March 19, 1926.  



CMA C140-505, Royston Company Picnic 



Royston Company Picnic, CMA 2016.065.008 



The Islander. March 19, 1926.  



CMA C140-495. Children at the Royston Lumber Co.1937. Among the 

children: George Doi, May Doi, Edna Doi, Setsuko Nishimura. 



Minto School 



Saburo Nakamura and Mary Carter 



From the scrapbook of George Uyeda, Japanese Language School  



Royston Lumber Ball Team. September 1940. Cumberland Parade Grounds.  

 

  





CMA C140-016. Kabuki theatre – Community Hall at the Royston Lumber 

Co. L to R: Possibly Mr. Kato, Mr. G. Hama (carpenter), unknown. 



Shibie (Japanese Play), Cast at Royston Mill, circa 1930 



 

 

Royston Buddhist Temple ladies group : ‘Fujinkai’. Front Row L-R: Mrs. 

Kobaysahi, Mrs. Haruko Yoneda, Mrs Okuda, Mrs Oda (Japanese school 

teacher in #1). Second Row: Sixth person, Mrs. Minato.  

Back Row: Fourth person, Mrs. Asaka, priests wife.1941 

  



 

 

Royston Buddhist Temple ladies group : ‘Fujinkai’. First Row L-R: Mrs. Oda. 

Second Row L-R: Mrs. Haruko Yoneda,  Mrs. Asaka, Mrs Okuda. 

  



Ochigo-san-Childrens Festival at the grounds of the Royston Buddhist Temple. 

Back row, second person is the priest, third person possibly Mrs. Asaka.  

From the collection of Roberta Nasu. 



Roberta Hiroko Yoneda  at the  

Ochigo-san-Childrens Festival. 

From the collection of Roberta Nasu. 



Shrine in the Royston Buddhist Temple at the Royston Lumber Co. 1937. 

From the collection of Roberta Nasu.   



Buddhist shrine from Royston Lumber Co., now a permanent exhibit in the 

Asian Gallery at the Glenbow Museum in Calgary.   
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